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On The Occasion of its

20th Anniversary,
The Sacramento City Cemetery

Historic Rose Garden
Invites You To Attend An

Oct. 12-14

SYMPOSIUM
Festivities begin Friday, Oct. 12 with a “Wine & Cheese” Reception in the Cemetery Garden.
The gala evening event includes a preview of the Cemetery’s famous October night-time tours. (Fee: $25.00)
On Saturday, October 13 participants will enjoy a day of exciting talks (See Faculty & Topics, Right). The site will be the California
Auto Museum, located at 2200 Front Street (west on Broadway to
Front, turn right). Lunch and refreshments are included. A special surprise is planned for afternoon.
Not enough to tempt you? How about a sale of rare roses and
rose auctions — both live and silent.
(Early Bird Registration bef. Aug. 10: $95.00 ) [Reg. after Aug. 10:
$125])

Saturday ends with a celebratory dinner , held at the same venue
(separately priced) featuring author & Rosarian, Stephen Scaniello.
(Saturday Dinner, Fee: $30.)

Sunday Morning, October 14: Enjoy the “Afterglow,” as
Seminar attendees meet in the Cemetery, to enjoy Autumn’s bountiful
bloom, explore the garden, share coffee & stories (Free. No Fee)
Reserve Now!
Tickets are available through Brown Paper Tickets:
http://www.brownpapertickets.com/
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Oct. 13, 2012
� Once a Garden Cemetery:
The Sacramento Historic City Cemetery
�

Judy Eitzen

� A Garden Cemetery Again:
Beginning Days of the Historic Rose Garden
Panel includes Garden Founders
Jean Travis, Barbara Oliva & Fred Boutin

� A History of the Rose in California:
�

Darrell G.H. Schramm

� Santa Barbara's Father Schoener:
Priest, Nurseryman and Hybridizer
�

Linda Buzzell

� Hybrid Chinas
And The Industrial Revolution of Roses
�

Gregg Lowery

� Found Roses Of The Cemetery:
(Various Speakers)

Includes “New Orleans Cemetery Rose”,
“China From Adina,” “Pulich Children,”
“Old Town Novato”
� Lost Treasures Still To Be Found
�

Fred Boutin

� What's Ahead for the Historic Rose Garden?

— Anita Clevenger
The event is co-sponsored by the Heritage Rose Foundation and the Heritage Rose Group, among others. Teas, Chinas, Noisettes, Polyanthas & Hybrid
Perpetuals should be in magnificent fall bloom, with hips are ripening on many
once-bloomers, and the weather is usually perfect!
— CONTINUED ON PAGE 5
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“Gilbert Plot”

Identity Discussions Continue
“Gilbert Plot”, “Huckin’s Plot”, “Lizzie Cannon, “Lime Cabin,”
“Cerise Cup,””Mrs. Parker’s H.P.,” “McBride Plot”, “McCarty
Plot”, “Bud Jones”, “Requa Homesite”, “Jeri’s Mystery” et al . . .
Is It ‘Duchess of Sutherland’ ?
Could It Be ‘Geant des Batailles’ ?

If you go to Sacramento for the Mid-October seminar (see previous pages) take time, while visiting the Sacramento City Cemetery’s Historic Rose
Garden to visit the cluster of plants of this one cultivar, collected in locations
around Northern California, and bearing a multiplicity of Study Names.
Found in many locations, it has a panoply of Study-Names. With its color
varying from a deep, hot pink to a soft medium pink, it’s lovely — and maddeningly resistant to attempts at identification.
One suggested identity is ‘Duchess of Sutherland’ (Hybrid Perpetual,
Laffay, 1839). Contemporary descriptions note that ‘Duchess of Sutherland’
is “. . . The product of an unknown cross between a Hybrid China and a
Portland.” and go on to describe it as: “Bright glossy pink, changing to pale
rose . . . “ “Medium size, full enough, expanded . . . ” and “Double, bright
crimson-pink blooms . . . ”
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Maybe this really IS ‘Duchess of Sutherland,’ but a different identity has
recently been discussed. Could this omnipresent rose be, instead, the famous
old Hybrid Perpetual, ‘Geant des Batailles’?
Jill Perry (Curator, San Jose Heritage Rose Garden) to the Gold Coast
reports that Kathy Hammes, of the Pine Grove Cemetery volunteer group noted that our multi-named Found Rose might be the same as Vintage Gardens
‘Geant des Batailles.’
From “The Horticulturist, And Journal Of Rural Art And Rural Taste"
, (P.
Barry, A. J. Downing, J. Jay

‘Geant Des
Batailles,’

“In our last number we gave a drawing and description of one of the finest of all the lightcolored Hybrid Perpetual or Remontant Roses, the
Caroline de Sansal; now we present a portrait of
the best and most brilliant crimson variety of the
same class, the Giant of Battles. It is not a new
Rose now; it has been seven or eight years in cultivation, and no doubt is as well known to many of
the readers of the Horticulturist, as it is to ourselves. It has been well proved to be a first rate
Rose, and therefore we feel safe in recommending

it to every one who does not possess it, and The plant is of low, dwarfish habit, though perfectly healthy and robust. It blooms quite young, and, when
well treated, is scarcely ever out of bloom from the middle of June to the
middle of October. Its dwarf, compact habit, makes it one of the very best
hardy ever-blooming varieties for bedding out; that is, for forming groups or
masses on the lawn after the manner of Verbenas and other bedding plants.
...”
What do you think? Not sure?
Upon observation, Jill Perry feels that our many-named Foundling is similar-to, but not the-same-as the Vintage ‘Geant-des-Batailles.’ (Itself an identified Foundling).
Visit “Gilbert Plot,” “Bud Jones,” et al in the Sacramento City Cemetery,
and tell us what YOU think.
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3 ADDITIONAL SEMINAR DETAILS
Within an hour to an hour-and-a-half drive, visit: Gold Rush-era cemeteries, some of which are having roses restored - Empire Mine State Park, with its
old roses - Quarry Hill Botanical Garden with its Chinese species roses - Berkeley Botanical Garden - Oakland's Morcom Rose Garden - the San Jose Heritage
Rose Garden and the San Jose Municipal Rose Garden!
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We’re past the Solstice, and charging right
into summer. It is time for . . .

Light Summer Reading
A few years back, I rushed out to buy and
read The Blue Rose — a murder mystery, set
in England (where all the best murder mysteries are set).
The puzzle centered around the discovery of a truly blue rose, and
involved a “detective” who was a Professor of Horticulture. I thought it
was pretty good — found the end a little disappointing — but I was
willing to give the author another chance.
While I wasn’t watching, Eglin’s produced four more books. He’s
getting better with each, and has now come up to “Good Summer
Read” level.
Author of the Arsène Lupin Literary Prize, Eglin grew up in England. He’s worked in art and advertising and his Larkspur Company,
produced a series of garden videos. All of this shows up in his books.
Eglin does garden. He’s an ARS member, who lives in Northern
California, and clearly knows roses. I was amused to see Quarryhill
(under a pseudonym) described in one of the books. In fact, it’s the
garden settings I found the most interesting. His books are, in chronological order:
The Blue Rose
Garden of Secrets Past (Better than The Blue Rose, and in a more interesting setting.)

The Trail of the Wild Rose

(Quarryhill is in the mix, in this one, which tells
the reader a bit about Asian roses, and their history, and plant-hunting expeditions to
China. When he talks about Lijiang, and the surrounding territory (Familiar to readers
of Phillips & Rix “Quest For The Rose”) and its roses, you could almost feel that
you’re there with the plant hunters.)

The Water Lily Cross I read this one last, and tho I don’t know much about water
gardens, or water lilies, I found his premise intriguing — particularly in these days of
shrinking water resources. Kew’s greenhouses which a variety of different “climates”
I can visualize, from visits to the greenhouse at the Huntington.)

The Lost Gardens

The description of these lost gardens sounded pretty fanciful
to me — until I followed Eglin’s clue, and did some reading about the Lost Gardens of
Heligan. Never heard of Heligan? Read about it at:

http://www.heligan.com/
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“Moser House Pink Stripe”
Tea Rose, Found, Cass Bernstein, near California Hwy.49

The “Found” Rose Class:
A History & Diagnosis
By Jim Delahanty
Origins of the “Found” Rose Class
The genesis of the “Found” Rose Class occurred as part of the response to the
removal of “found” roses from among the group of roses eligible for entry into American Rose Society competitive classes at rose shows. In the spring of 2004 the publication of a new “Guidelines and Rules for Judges” ended a three year period in which
“found” roses were eligible for entry into such classes as Dowager, Victorian, polyantha, and other classifications to be found in general rose show schedules. The brief
period of eligibility opened by virtue of the listing of “found” roses in Modern Roses
XI. Modern Roses XI marked a major expansion in the number of roses listed by about
a third—from 16,000 to 24,000—to make the compilation of roses of both historical
and botanical importance more inclusive; there appears to have been no intent per se to
make “found” roses eligible for competitive classes at rose shows. The incidental byproduct of the inclusion of found roses in Modern Roses XI resulted in the eligibility of
roses previously ineligible. From 2000 to 2004 increasing numbers of ‘found’ roses

“Bloom Where You Are Planted”
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were entered into rose shows and won trophies.
The definition of a “found” rose has always been troublesome; it approaches
the simple complexity of various legal concepts which are easy to name and difficult to
describe. For purposes of exhibiting roses, a “found” rose is described in several rose
schedules as:
“Found” Roses. One bloom or spray of any “found” rose. “Found” roses
are those that have typically been found in old cemeteries or around old
homes that have not received an AEN from the ARS and are only known by a
study name. Exhibitor to enter the specimen under its study name, and to
indicate on the entry tag where and when the rose was found, or where it was
purchased.
The essence of the “found” rose concept is that it is a rose that has not received an Accepted Exhibition Name (AEN) from the American Rose Society. Once a
rose has received an AEN, it is eligible for entry into rose show classes other than the
“found” rose class. ‘Darlow’s Enigma,’ for example, was granted an AEN and thus
moved from being a “found” rose to a rose eligible for classes in which Hybrid Musks
may be entered. While it is true, that prior to 2001, various “found” roses had been entered into classes and won trophies despite the lack of an AEN, this was fairly rare and
clearly (in retrospect) erroneous. It should also be noted that the description of a
“found” rose for the purposes of “found” rose enthusiasts was not particularly useful,
since the definition was oriented to permitting “found” roses to be exhibited as opposed
to any more general purpose.
The performance of ‘found’ Roses in competitive classes was not particularly
disturbing or distinguished in and of itself. Over the roughly three years of eligibility
“found” roses either in combination with other roses in bouquets or challenge classes or
in direct competition won about 22 trophies in the Dowager, Victorian, Climbers and
polyantha classes. This amounted to approximately one third of one per cent of all the
trophies awarded in that time period. One way to measure the importance of this incidence would be to compare the incidence of ‘found’ rose trophy winning with the incidence of egregious error in the awarding of trophies; it was just double that of the record
of ‘found’ rose victory. In sheer numbers, then, the errata category was twice as likely
to win a trophy as one of the “found” roses.
The removal of the ‘found’ roses from eligibility in ARS competitive classes
was not because the newly eligible roses constituted a threat to the general pattern of
winning in the respective classes, but because the potential for mischief and the undermining of the authority and integrity of the competitive enterprise as educationally valid
could not be prevented otherwise. The potential for mischief lay in the possibility that
the very ambiguity of the identity of some roses—particularly class designation-- would
allow for contradictory results. “Caldwell Pink” won five trophies in the polyantha
classes—sometimes winning in the same show on the same day as its alter ego form
’Pink Pet’ in the Victorian class as a china. This result was not unlikely since different
teams could well judge the respective classes and the particular rose could well be the
best in both classes under different names, whether that outcome were known to the
individual exhibitor or not. The same rose winning in disparate and mutually exclusive
classes cuts to the heart of the integrity of a rose show by undermining the apparent
rules. Another potential for mischief could be indicated by entering “Grandmother’s
— Continued on Page 10
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Corinne James photographed this vigorous example of ‘American Pillar’
in a transitioning neighborhood in Philomath, OR (a small town, near Corvallis.)
Bred by Dr. Walter Van Fleet (R. wichurana Crep. synonym x R. setigera
Michaux pollen seedling, U.S., 1902) this Hybrid Wichurana Rambler was
introduced in 1908 as ‘American Pillar.’ Long a favorite in France, it had
dropped from commerce in the U.S. before beginning a comeback in this century.
The small, dingy cottage (unseen, here, on the far side of the rose) was
built in 1939, probably with high hopes. Perhaps the rose was a “passalong”
brought here from a young bride’s former home. Once, this was the Central
residential area of Philomath. Now, as the town is squeezed by expanding
Corvallis, it is a recently-foreclosed, down-at-the-heels rental, surrounded by
low-end businesses, with very little buffer from a busy highway to the coast.
Perhaps it waits, now, for an ambitious and confident investor — hard to
come by in a fading lumbering town — but that would be the end for this old
plant. Corinne notes, though, that for the present, the rose flourishes, while all
around it fades.
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— Continued From Page 8

Hat” under one or more or all
of its five different study
names or potential identity
names: “Altadena Drive Pink
HP,” “Barbara Worl,”
‘Cornet’ or ‘Rose Cornet,’
“Grandmother’s Hat,” or
‘Mrs. R. G. SharmanCrawford.’ The various
names would permit multiple
entries by the same person of
the same rose in either or both
the Dowager and/or Victorian

“Caldwell Pink” (aka ‘Pink Pet’)

Classes, thus violating the rule against multiple
entries of the same rose by the same person in
the same class.
A more general consideration was to
be found in undermining the educational authority of the rose show if such egregious
flouting of the rules were permitted, whether
they actually occurred with any frequency or
not. A competition is essentially a game. In a
sense all games have rules that are unreasonable or not in accord with reality, but violating
of the rules of the game eventually invalidates
the game itself, by highlighting the rules aspect
to the detriment of the substantive aspect of the
game—in this case as an educational function
“Grandmother’s Hat”
of the rose show. In the final analysis, the removal of the ‘found’ roses from the eligibility lists was to protect the integrity of the
competitive rose show and to preserve its role as the main educational tool of the American Rose Society as it existed in that time frame. Far more dangerous to an educational
tool than error is the possibility of ridicule. If ‘gaming’ the game were to exist in any
significant degree, the authority of the rose show enterprise would be at stake. Given
the importance of exhibiting to the fundamental structure and leadership recruitment in
the ARS, such a possibility was not to be endured. Thus, the excision of the problematicals of the exhibition of “found” roses was both necessary and right. The foregoing
remains true whether it was foremost in the minds of the committee entrusted to consider the topic or not.

Some Elements of the “Found” Rose category
Helpemfind.com/roses lists some 904 “found” roses; there are probably about
200 “found” roses listed in the Modern Roses XII database. Some of the Helpmefind.com (hmf) listings include duplicates inasmuch as the listings include synonyms
under separate headings even where they are known. To some extent, the nature of the
Wikipedia type organization of data at hmf.com encourages the greater utilization of
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that facility by persons and groups interested in either Old Garden Roses (OGR) or
“found” roses. It is necessary to specify that while there is significant overlap of the
two groups, they are not synonymous. While people interested in “found” roses may
necessarily be part of the Old Garden Roses group, the reverse is not necessarily true.
Another important distinction is that the Wikipedia type data management process encourages direct and proactive initiatives by participants, whereas the role of the Classification Committee of the ARS encompasses a greater range of official and more or less
definitive decision-making which tends to be reactive as opposed to proactive. To put
it another way, activists on hmf find a ready source of discussion and response compared to the more distant reaction and search for consensus that might characterize the
ARS approach. This is a fundamental difference between the two recording entities
that tends to reward those with initiators on the one hand and conciliators on the other.
Of the hmf listing as of 2010, 341 of the “found” roses were listed with some
commercial outlet—at least to the extent of being available through the mechanism of
custom budding or some other extraordinary exertion by the vendor and purchaser. The
importance of that caveat can be indicated by noting that Vintage Gardens, a prime
mover in both the provision of OGRS as well as “found” roses, listed some 106
“found” roses only to be found at Vintage Gardens, but in a given year, only a little
over thirty roses would be offered on the availability list--31 in 2010 and 33 in 2011.
(The numbers may only be approximate because Vintage Gardens does not at this time
list “found” roses with quotation marks for easy identification because of coding problems when the website was established a half-dozen years ago; this means that some
“found” roses may be missed in a visual scan.) Thus, many of the theoretically commercially available “found” roses are only marginally so. Another 31 “found” roses are
available only at the Russian River Rose Company; that vendor does not ship its roses,
so that the availability of the cache at Russian River is limited to those within driving
distance of its establishment in northern California at Healdsburg.
For the purposes of commercial availability, only roses without an AEN will
be indicated below. “Found” roses sold at more than four nurseries amount to some
thirteen roses without an AEN, and another 7 roses with an AEN. All of the roses listed
below are designated by both Helpmefind and the MR XII database as “found:”

Name of the rose

Number of Listing Nurseries

“Bermuda’s Kathleen”

5

“Bermuda Kathleen” per the Bermuda Rose Society)

“Emmie Gray”
“Georgetown Tea” (plus other synonyms)
“Grandmother’s Hat” (plus other synonyms)
“Maggie”
“Martha Gonzales”
“McClinton Tea”
“Natchitoches Noisette” (aka “Morgan’s Spring”)
“Old Gay Hill Red China”
“Phalaenopsis”
“Puerto Rico” (aka “Maitland White”)
“Secret Garden Musk Climber”
“Spice”
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7
9
5
12
10
5
9
6
6
8
6
9

The relationship between commercial availability and success in the “Found”
Rose class or in the competitive period of “found roses” is a discordant one; taking
commercial viability as a marker for popularity of a “found” rose, only a minority of the
thirteen most popular roses have ever been successful in competitive classes. It would
be a plausible argument that commercially available roses would be more likely to win
trophies than those not commercially available or only available through difficulty. But
in the time period when “found” roses were eligible in the Dowager and Victorian classes, only 3 of the listed roses won ten of the 22 trophies (“Maggie,” “Puerto Rico,” and
“Martha Gonzales”), and “Maggie” won seven of the ten. In the ensuing “Found” rose
class era, only five of 17 trophies would be won by the more commercially available
roses and “Maggie,” “Puerto Rico,” and “Martha Gonzales” were not among the winners. More importantly, the relationship between the commercial viability of any or all
“found” roses and the interests of those engaged in the study of “found” roses is even
more tenuous.
The interests of those engaged in the study and enjoyment of “found” roses
are primarily expressed through identification, distribution and preservation of these
roses. Clearly, those roses already in significant commercial distribution are not in need
of the second two interests, and those engaged in commercial distribution of “found”
roses do not find that the commercial interests are buttressed by identification efforts.
While many boutique nurseries would argue that providing accurate identification of
“found” roses fosters good relations with customers and is part of their mission, not all
would agree. Further, some hmf comments indicate a significant lack of success when
“found” rose enthusiasts offer advice regarding the correct identities of no longer
“found” roses; it would seem that commercial vendors are no less firm in their opinions
than other rosarians.
Of the nine nurseries offering “Caldwell Pink” in 2004, three still offer it
under that name. Two of the three indicate that the rose is known to some as ‘Pink Pet,’
as indicated by the Ad Hoc Committee of the ARS in 2004; Teas Nursery no longer
offers “Caldwell Pink.” The other nurseries are either out of the retail rose business, or
reconstructed, or no longer in the rose business at all. Of the five nurseries newly carrying “Caldwell Pink,” none reference the ‘Pink Pet’ identification, but two link to the
hmf.com page for ‘Pink Pet.’ Rogue Valley Roses carries both “Caldwell Pink” and
‘Pink Pet’ with differing growth characteristics for the two roses as well as assignments
to two different classes. Hartwood Roses offers the rose as “Caldwell Pink” on the
premise that it received the rose with that name and is more comfortable offering the
rose as such, although it does reference the hmf listing of Lilley as the breeder. Antique
Rose Emporium offers the opinion that it believes that the wichurana and multiflora
components of “Caldwell Pink” could well distinguish it from ‘Pink Pet.’ There is also
the possibility that a comparison of “Caldwell Pink” and a European and demonstrably
authentic ‘Pink Pet’ might yield different results than a comparison of “Caldwell Pink”
with the ‘Pink Pet” received in commerce in the U.S. Allegations that the ‘Pink Pet’
received in commerce was simply given that name in blatant and conscious error and in
order to provide it with an AEN for exhibition purposes still surface to undermine the
pronouncement of the ARS in 2004. To encapsulate the arguments of the dissenters:
The reason that “Caldwell Pink” cannot be ‘Pink Pet’ is because ‘Pink Pet’ is not ‘Pink
Pet!’ Just as science continues to revise its tentative assertions in the light of new evidence, any agreement about identification would have to yield to newer or more detailed information. The difference between scientific agreements and experiential ones
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is that a scientific agreement is based upon exogenous evidence independent of the
person and capable of being replicated by an independent third party; experiential
agreements are based on the perceptions and experiences of the persons making the
agreement and rests upon their personas—a lifetime of experiences and practice, as
opposed to some outside agency.
Another consideration may be that the commercial cachet of “Caldwell Pink”
being designated as one of the original EarthkindTM roses is sufficient to maintain the
distinction. All of this highlights one of the salient features of the entire area of “found’
roses: namely, that the designation of any rose as one or another identification is a matter of agreement between and among the various parties to the “found” rose theatre of
action. Both the interests and motivating factors for vendors, exhibitors, “found” rose
enthusiasts and botanists may ebb and flow at different points in time and salience.
There is no enforcement mechanism with regard to the agreement of the various parties.
A sincere or even an insincere belief that any designation is incorrect has only to satisfy
the party making the claim. In the case of individual nurseries, the path of idiosyncratic
identifications has long been the case and remains one of the inalienable rights of plant
people everywhere. For exhibitors the specifications of the appropriate ARS committees prevail, if only because to do otherwise would risk disqualification and reputational
harm. “Found” rose enthusiasts are torn between a multiplicity of responses which
range from indifference as to the problems of exhibitors (where there is not active hostility) to dismay that the ARS has not devoted more of its resources to the task of identifying “found” roses to outrage at some of the decisions of the ARS regarding identity of
“found” roses or clarification of such stalwarts as ‘Sombreuil’ versus ‘Colonial White’
versus ‘Mlle de Sombreuil.’
Two avenues of development were anticipated for the future of “found” roses. One avenue would be by consideration of reasoned arguments for the identity of a
“found” rose based on persuasive evidence in one direction or another. Basically, while
some decisions have been made pursuant to this line of development, the basic task of
creating a data base, collating studies, and sampling opinions has lacked a focus between and among the various groups and persons who might conduct such a vast enterprise. None of the Heritage groups or the ARS or private individuals has the financial
resources, trained paid personnel or the time to conduct such a campaign. Identifying
“found” roses has to take a back seat to the more urgent problems of collecting, preserving and distributing roses that might be in danger of disappearing. The collapse of
the rose industry in the United States in the last half decade has made the triage process
for present pressing needs all the more intense. And since the focus must be on
‘agreement’ as opposed to a diktat, the absorption of time and energy is exponentially
increased and less likely.

The Factors in the “Found” Rose Class:
Utilizing materials available from the data collected by Bob Martin, Jr. over
the last decade from rose show reports and recent updates, there have been 17 trophies
awarded in the “Found” Rose classes from 2004 to mid-2011. Twelve different roses
have earned trophies for twelve different exhibitors or exhibitor teams. This does not
compare favorably with the number of trophies won by “found” roses in the 2001 to
2004 time frame (22 trophies). Partially this is because the major exhibitors in national
and local contests rarely participate in the “Found” rose classes and because the number
of “found” rose classes are largely confined to California. In fact, four rose societies
13

(L) “Benny Lopez” (R) “Secret Garden Musk Climber”
have offered all of the “Found” Rose classes on the local level to date: Desert Rose
Society, Santa Clarita Rose Society, Pacific Rose Society and Sacramento Rose Society. (It is possible that there have been “found” rose classes in local rose societies other
than those listed, but these seem not to have been reported to either the ARS or to the
American Rose Exhibitors Society (ARES)).
The Venues: There is a certain justice in the locations of the rose societies
that offer the “Found” rose classes. All of the ones listed are in California and California has been the site of more than its fair share of discoveries of “found” roses. Partially, this is because of the synchronicity of the class requirements and the roses from
California. “Secret Garden Musk Climber,” for example, was discovered in northern
California, putatively near Jamestown; in southern California, once the plant matures, it
can withstand temperatures down to zero degrees and in balmier circumstances becomes a climber that will bloom for twelve months out of the year. Thus, there will be
blooms available for a rose show almost any time of the year. In short, “found” roses
tend to be those that have a particular affinity for the areas in which “found” rose classes are likely to be sited.
The only “found” rose to win a trophy in a rose show associated with an ARS
National Conference, “Benny Lopez,” was successful in the city of Palm Springs, in
November of 2009. At National conventions in Greater Atlanta in 2004, Dallas in 2006
and St. Paul, Minnesota, in 2007, no awards were given for “Found” rose classes. At
the 2011 ARS Fall Convention at Los Angeles in October of 2011, a “found” rose class
is on the schedule, but at this date, it is unclear whether there will be entrants in the
class, since a number of those exhibitors who have won in the past may not be present.
The Players: Eleven different teams or exhibitors have won in the ‘Found”
rose classes from 2006 through mid-2011. Two of the teams have effectively retired
from exhibiting and another two teams could kindly be characterized as in the twilight
of their exhibiting careers. The remaining exhibitors are roughly equally divided between regular and episodic exhibitors. The following exhibitors or teams are presented
chronologically in the order of first wins:
Jeri and Clay Jennings won the “Found” rose class in 2006 at the Desert Rose Society
rose show with “Crested Mystery.” The Jennings have long been active in the preser14

(L) “Pilarcitos” (R) “Old Town Novato”
vation and distribution of Old Garden Roses as well as “found” roses. Not only does
Jeri write award-winning catalogs for auctions of OGRs and “found” roses for the open
days of the Sacramento Historic City Cemetery and the Celebration of Old Roses event
in El Cerrito, she also edited the Heritage Rose Group Newsletter for several years. She
and Clay established the Gold Coast Rose Heritage Group, an all-online rose society
innovative form of rose society association. They were named the 2002 Outstanding
Consulting Rosarians for the Pacific Southwest District. They have been inactive on the
exhibition stage for the last couple of years.
Karen T.S. Gubert is a long time member of the Santa Clarita Rose Society and an
active exhibitor in OGR and polyantha classes. She won the “Found” Rose Class at the
Santa Clarita Valley Rose Show in 2007 with “Sawyer Plot.” She serves on the Board
of Directors in the SCVRS and was the recipient of the Bronze Honor Medal from that
group in 2003. And she sponsors the “Found” rose class at the Santa Clarita Valley
Rose Society rose show.
Cliff Orent won the “Found” Rose Class with “Fields of the Wood” (‘Rhode Island
Red’) at the Desert Rose Society rose show in 2007. Cliff has had a tumultuous decade
of founding Eurodesert Roses, introducing hundreds of imported roses to the southwestern and then national rose scene, co-chairing the now legendary Palm Springs
National Conference in 2009, and presiding over the liquidation of his 5000 rose bush
garden over the last year. He has been the Johnny Appleseed of rare and unusual roses.
His current plans for exhibiting are uncertain.
Jan Parsoneault is an avid exhibitor in the OGR, polyantha and “found” rose classes
who won with “Phalaenopsis” in the Santa Clarita Valley Rose Show in 2008. She
was the first to win with a modern “found” rose as opposed to an OGR entry in the
class. She sponsors the trophies for OGR and other rose classes at the Santa Clarita
Valley Rose Shows partially because she wants people to know that there are more
roses than just Hybrid Teas, but also because she tends to root for the underdog. She
exhibits “Maggie” in the “found” rose class as a tribute to one of her rescued cats who
lived with her for 18 years.
Dick and Sue Streeper are legends in the Pacific Southwest District as having won their
first recorded district and national trophy for Queen of Show with 'Royal Ascot' in
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1984, to both having won the Silver Honor Medal, Outstanding Consulting Rosarian,
and Outstanding Horticultural Judge. They have also chaired three ARS national conventions in San Diego--in 1984, 1994, and 2004. Dick is currently the chair of the Bylaws Committee of the Pacific Southwest District. They won the "Found" Rose Class at
the Desert Rose Society rose show in 2008 with "
Mother Lode #2."
Jim Delahanty, of the Ventura County Rose Society, first won the “Found” Rose class
at the Pacific Rose Society rose show in 2008 with “Pilarcitos.” In 2009 he won at the
same show with “Old Town Novato;” in 2010 and 2011 he won with “Bud Jones.” He
also won at the Santa Clarita Valley Rose Show in 2011 with “Secret Garden Musk
Climber.” He generally exhibits in polyantha and OGR classes. He also writes extensively on polyanthas and other assorted topics, including this one.
Tim Lawler and Manson Yew won the “Found” Rose class at Santa Clarita in 2009 with
the ever popular “Grandmother’s Hat.” They currently serve as the Membership CoChairs for the Pacific Southwest District as well as the Chairs of the Saturday Events
Hosts for the LARSTinseltown sponsored ARS National Convention in October of
2011. They have withdrawn from exhibiting at this writing.
Ingrid Wapelhorst has a double distinction of both discovering “Benny Lopez” in its
Santa Barbara siting and winning with it in the “Found” Rose class at the ARS National
Conference in Palm Springs in 2009. Ingrid is a Bronze Honor Medal winner from the
Ventura County Rose Society in 2008, a multiple Awards of Merit winner from the
American Rose Society, and an exhibitor in both horticultural and arrangements classes
over the last half decade. She moved to Oregon in 2010 and future exhibiting plans are
currently being explored.
Linda Bolin, a friend of a member of the Sacramento Rose Society, entered “Plate
Bande” in the “Found” Rose class in the Sacramento Rose Society rose show in 2009.
It was her only entry and she won the trophy. She repeated the feat in 2010. Despite
being denied a three-peat in 2011, she plans to continue entering the “Found” Rose
class and to join the Sacramento Rose Society.
Kathy Strong is an experienced and successful exhibitor over a wide range of classes
including “found,” OGRs and modern rose classes. She won the “Found” Rose Class at
Santa Clarita in 2010 with “Secret Garden Musk Climber.” Kathy grows over 700
roses in her San Juan Capistrano garden, including a half dozen “found” roses.
Charlotte Owendyk won the 2011 “Found” rose trophy at the Sacramento Rose Society
rose show with “Grandmother’s Hat.” She has exhibited for about five years, but
limits her exhibiting program to two local rose shows. She purchased “Grandmother’s
Hat” from the Sacramento Historic Cemetery on one of its Open Garden Days in full
knowledge of its potential for exhibition in “Found” rose classes; however, she considered that as lagniappe compared to its prowess as a garden rose with potential as a cut
rose.
Many of the exhibitors of “found” roses are people with a long history of exhibiting and
supporting “found” roses as well as other classes of roses—even to the extent of sponsoring such classes at the rose shows indicated. Only one instance evidenced any example of someone lured to a rose show by the opportunity to exhibit a “found” rose. To
the degree that interest in “found” roses and a concern for OGRs overlaps, it would be
very difficult for the “found” rose class to attract the latter. In an informal survey of
some members of the Gold Coast Heritage Rose Group, most of the respondents indi16

cated that not only did not they not exhibit roses, but that they had no intention of doing
so in the future. There was even a mild undercurrent of hostility to the notion of competitive rose shows in the first place. And the linkage between “found” roses and
OGRs is very strong, as evidenced by the fact that serious consideration of the problems of identifying roses seems to be limited to Heritage rose groups as opposed to
ARS local rose societies.
The Winning Roses: A dozen roses have been declared winners of the “Found” rose
classes. As it turns out, not all of them have been in reality “found” roses in the sense of
not having an identity or an AEN. To some extent, this is in the nature of any developing field and certainly within the expectations of a developing rose class. The roses are
listed in alphabetical order with descriptions of their characteristics, information regarding their original location and a note regarding year and Society rose show. Where
possible, a picture accompanies the text:
“Benny Lopez.” (2009 Palm Springs ARS Fall National Conference) This likely
Damask Perpetual rose was found in Santa Barbara, California over 50 years ago by its
eponymous nurturer on land that had once been an orchard. The rose was grown for
over fifty years before its story was discovered by Ingrid Wapelhorst. This is the only
“found” rose to win an award at a national meeting of the ARS. The blooms are old
fashioned, quartered and reflexive. The colors are highly weather sensitive and the
range of color extends from a shocking neon pink in high summer heat to a red tinged
with purple undertones in winter time. The blooms mostly appear one to a relatively
short stem. The blooms are about three inches across and bursting with petals. The
rose needs to be deadheaded in order to provide continuous bloom, welcomes extra
feeding, and suckers on its own roots. The rose is highly disease resistant and can be
grown in coastal areas in southern California without undue concern about disease susceptibility. The fragrance is frequently referred to as ‘damask’ or ‘spicy.’ For some
people this means that the scent is fleeting in the open air, but enticing in more closed
environments. This rose is not in commerce and has been distributed mostly by local
society rose auctions and those of the Sacramento Old City Cemetery.
“Bud Jones.” (2010 and 2011, Pacific Rose Society Rose Shows) Most likely a Hybrid Perpetual rose, the rose can appear in spring to be a pinkish red, but
soon settles into a deep pink yielding
to a lighter version with lilac tinges
to the edges of the petals which reach
double status. The blooms are rarely
more than two and a half inches
across appearing mostly in solitary
patterns, although there will be occasional small sprays of flat to cupped
form. The bush tends to be upright
with a width that can vary as the
slender canes sway with the weight
of the blooms at the end or in shorter
stems along the sides of arching
canes. The medium green leathery
foliage tends to cluster around the
blooms leaving the canes in direct
“Bud Jones”
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summer heat open to sunburn. The rose possesses a strong damask fragrance and
blooms most heavily in spring with scattered lighter later bloom. The rose tends to
sucker on its own roots. The rose was gathered at a rose rustle at a Sierra foothills cemetery dating to the mid-19th century and named for one of the participants, a former
chair of judges in the Pacific Southwest District. Jeri Jennings collected and propagated
this rose which is nearly identical to another “found” rose, “William Daniel.” The
rose is not in commerce and has only been distributed through pass-along plant practices.
“Crested Mystery.” (2006 Desert Rose Society Rose Show) “Crested Mystery” was the
first “found” rose to win an award at the first offering of the class recorded by
RoseShow.com. Unfortunately, it was not a “found” rose, but rather a found one. This
rose appeared latterly in helpmefind.com as ‘Dawn Crest,’ a Large Flowered Climber,
attributed to Ralph Moore. The rose has not been registered and was not registered in
Mr. Moore’s lifetime as he regarded it unsuitable for public introduction, possibly because the cresting manifestation was insufficient. The rose itself produces crested buds
and blooms of glowing dawn pink, two inches across with semi-double form in very
large sprays. Bloom production is continuous in southern California on canes of lethal
armature and deceptively gentle fragrance. The rose has never been in commerce and
has only been distributed through the agency of public garden rose sales or auctions
with the permission of the current holder of rights to the rose with the tacit understanding that it would not be sold or transmitted to any nursery.
“Fields of the Wood.” (2007, Desert Rose Society Rose Show) Synonyms for this rose
included “Kocher Red,” and “Field of Woods.” Subsequent to the date above, there
seemed to be general agreement by the Modern Rose XII database, hmf., the Combined
Rose List 2011, and Vintage Gardens that the actual identity was ‘Rhode Island Red,’ a
Large-flowered Climber hybridized by the Brownells of Rhode Island and introduced in
1957 or 1958. But any such agreement is purely tentative until contrary evidence
emerges. Scientists may wince at such fragile agreements, but decisions must be made
when the occasion for decision arises and lack of hard information has never prevented
decisions from being made; indeed, it is a staple of the political process, to cite one
example. The rose features large, intensely red blooms four to five inches across with
dark green glossy foliage and a growth habit somewhat shorter than average for a climber. The rose is currently available at six nurseries and one wholesale vendor as ‘Rhode
Island Red,’ four nurseries as “Field of the Woods” or “Field of Woods,” and two
nurseries provide the rose as “Kocher Red.” Of course, it can no longer be considered a
“found” rose for “Found” rose class purposes since it is now known to have an AEN.
“Grandmother’s Hat.” (2009 at the Santa Clarita Valley Rose Show and 2011 at the
Sacramento Rose Society Rose Show) This gloriously popular Hybrid Perpetual rose
has nearly as many identities as a quick change artist. It has variously been known as
“Altadena Drive Pink HP,” “Barbara Worl,” and “Grandma’s Hat,” as well as variously identified as ‘Mrs. R.G. Sharman-Crawford,’ or the ‘Cornet Rose.’ The rose
was first discovered by Fred Boutin in Altadena, California in 1972. It was also discovered in San Jose, California by Barbara Worl. She named it “Grandmother’s Hat”
because the pink satin color of the blooms reminded her of the silk roses worn on the
hats of her grandmother’s era. In 2006 the ARS ruled that for purposes of exhibition in a
“Found” rose class, the proper name would be “Grandmother’s Hat” as opposed to the
other names, thus creating what may the first non-AEN AEN. Tom Liggett of the San
Jose Heritage Rose Garden asserted that the rose had been known as ‘Molly Sharman18

Crawford;’ but Miriam Wilkins and Barbara Worl believed that the proper identification would be ‘Cornet Rose,’ based on roses they viewed in German gardens. Discussion among “found” rose experts seemed to favor the latter identification as late as
2009, but the matter still seems unsettled. What is settled is the vigor and beauty of the
rose in southern California where it abides dry heat with aplomb. The pink blooms are
three to four inches across, full with old fashioned form, but fade to a lighter pink.
There is a strong Old Rose fragrance and there is a resinous scent to the foliage. The
rose blooms across the season and grows to a height of six to twelve feet. Unfortunately, the rose is susceptible to blackspot—although Vintage Gardens notes that
“Grandmother’s Hat” has devotees in California, Texas, and the Carolinas. Available
as “Grandmother’s Hat” at three nurseries across both coasts, it is also available as
“Barbara Worl” at three different nurseries, and a further three nurseries will fetch
you “Grandma’s Hat.” ‘Cornet Rose’ is available at one American nursery as is
‘Mrs. R. G. Sharman-Crawford;’ both ‘Mrs. R. G. Sharman-Crawford’ and ‘Molly
Sharman-Crawford’ are available at several nurseries abroad. Given the many disparate sites where the rose was discovered, one would think that an identity would not be
that difficult to establish. However, nearly four decades have elapsed without achieving agreement on any of the possibilities. Another oddity is that most “found” rose
exhibitors believe that the most likely to succeed entry in a “Found” rose class would
be “Grandmother’s Hat.”
“Mother Lode # 2.” (2008, Desert Rose Society Rose Show) This rose was apparently collected by Dick Streeper while visiting the boot hills in the Sierra gold camps of
the gold rush era. He recalls that the rose was found in an abandoned cemetery not
close to any modern-day town. The rose reflected a common custom of that time when
graves were marked with roses. He still grows the rose that won the trophy in 2008,
but does not have a picture of it. The rose is not available commercially.
“Old Town Novato” (2009, Pacific Rose Society Rose Show) “Old Town Novato” was
discovered in 2003 by Cass Bernstein about a block from the old train station in Novato, California. The original plant no longer exists. The rose grows to five to seven feet
tall, with tall canes that arch over with the blooms and maintains a healthy armature
and medium green matte foliage. The plant will sucker on its own roots. The plant
needs to be well fed, and to have spent blooms deadheaded. The color and form of the
plant seem to be highly weather sensitive with the colors used to describe the plant
ranging from fuchsia, magenta, deep pink, carmine red, lilac rose and purple crimson.
The reverse of the petals can be a silvery pink. While the coastal version of the plant
features blooms in a cupped, quartered form, the inland version can present a button
eye. The plant does not fare well in triple digit heat with the blooms frying in a day.
The rose is thought to be nearly identical to other “found” roses including “Redwood
Union Cemetery HP” and “Jay’s Hudson Perpetual” (“Hudson Crimson”). For the
first few years the plant was thought to be ‘Ardoisee de Lyon,’ but subsequent consideration did not favor that identification. The rose is not in commerce, but is distributed
mainly through auctions and sales at the Sacramento City Historic Cemetery Open
Garden Days and the like.
“Phalaenopsis.” (2008, Santa Clarita Valley Rose Society Rose Show) This rose was
discovered by G. Michael Shoup of Antique Rose Emporium outside of Austin in
Copeland, Texas at least two decades ago. The rose is variously classified as a floribunda or a polyantha, although some catalogs have noted a similarity to a small Hybrid
Musk. The plant grows to three or four feet in height and about as much in width. The
blooms of deep pink with a white center in single petaled form appear in clusters with
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regularity from spring through fall. The rose apparently suffers from powdery mildew
in climates where that is a primary concern. The rose is sold in a half dozen nurseries
primarily in the South and northern California.
“Pilarcitos.” (2008, Pacific Rose Society Rose Show) “Pilarcitos” was discovered by
Frances Grate several decades ago presumably in the Half Moon Bay area. It is usually
classed as a Noisette (although Vintage Gardens classifies it as a Tea-Noisette). The
plant sports white flowers with an occasional spring touch of blush in sprays tightly
pressed together with less room to spare than a dime between the blooms. The blooms
are well formed, and usually borne in clusters over a long season stretching well into
the fall. There is a spicy tea fragrance emanating from the sprays and a fairly long vase
life when cut. The plant is in commerce with three nurseries located on both coasts and
the Gulf area offering the rose for sale.
“Plate Bande.” (2009 and 2010 Sacramento Rose Society Rose Show) This entry is
something of an anomaly. The original rose appears in the Sacramento Old City Cemetery and the entry from a clone was acquired at a garden sale. Information from Fred
Boutin establishes that the origins of this rose are from a plant obtained nearly twenty
years ago from a gathering at the Yolo and Beyond Heritage Group. The plants were
from a seed strain that produces pink single and double roses with varying degrees of
resistance to powdery mildew. It is believed that the original seeds were from a lot
distributed by Park seed. The Plate Bande reference is to a seed strain of polyantha
roses developed by Leonard Lille in the late 1880’s from a seed strain with its origins in
the Orient, probably ordinary R. multiflora seeds. Lille marketed the resultant chance
hybrids based on his observations as to their suitability to start blooming as young
plants, thus appropriate as annual bedding plants. Plate Bande (which means ‘flower
bed’) thus refers to a type of planting or sort of rose type as opposed to a single cultivar.
The particular plant in the Sacramento Old City Cemetery could be registered as a cultivar obtained through asexual propagation; this, however, would disqualify it for consideration in the “Found” rose class in the first place. Were the rose in the cemetery registered, it would probably have to compete in the polyantha class. A Lille rose cultivar
named ‘Plate Bande’ is listed in Brent Dickson’s Old Roses: The Master List. None of
the above is available in the commercial market and most likely only the SOCC plant
can only be obtained if it were rooted for one of the Cemetery’s Open Garden Day
sales.
“Sawyer Plot Tea.” (2007 Santa Clarita Valley Rose Society Rose Show) The most
recent discussion (2009) of this “found” rose by Cass Bernstein on hmf.com avers that
“Sawyer Plot,” “Georgetown Tea” (of the ARE), and ‘Mme. Lombard’ (Lambard) are
the same rose because of the same variations in form and color, and the matching characteristics of canes, foliage, growth behavior as well as matching qualities of ‘small
prickles on the reverse of the rachis,’ burgundy canes and cluster size. ‘Mme. Lombard’ is an 1878 tea rose by Lacharme, possibly out of ‘Safrano,’ that carries fully
double roses with pink to red blooms suffused with an orange or salmon undertone and
coppery accents. The fragrance is minimal per the 1936 Rosenlexicon and the growth
can be rampant. Early observations recommended hard pruning for the best effect. The
rose is available from 21 nurseries worldwide (12 in the United States) as ‘Mme. Lombard,’ 9 as “Georgetown Tea,” and 2 as “Sawyer Plot Tea.” There is also another
“found” rose attributed to ‘Mme. Lombard,’ “Bloomfield Cemetery Tea,” but a crossreference has not been established. The Bernstein identifications, while highly regarded
by the “found” rose cognoscenti, have not yet been accepted by the ARS.
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“Secret Garden Musk Climber.” (2010 Desert Rose Society Rose Show and 2011
Pacific Rose Society Rose Show) This rose was found by Joyce Demits in northern
California; there are apocryphal stories about the venue where it was found, the circumstances and subsequent history, but one source indicates that discovery of it took place
before 1993. The original plants are believed to be lost and one story has it that one of
the plants was run over by an automobile driven by a luckless in-law. The MR XII
database classifies it as a Large Flowered Climber; hmf.com lists it as a Hybrid Musk,
and those who appreciate its fragrance suggest that it be classified as a Hybrid Moschata. In southern California it blooms twelve months out of the year. In other parts of the
country, it reportedly will sustain temperatures down to zero degrees. It is a slow growing plant up to fifteen feet or more with a width of eight or more feet. The blooms are
constant, consisting of small sprays of single, milk-white petals with an overpowering
aroma of cloves and honey. That the scent is unmistakable is clear and the descriptions
run the gamut from ‘similar to sticking your nose in a jar of cloves’ per Kathy Strong,
to cloves moderated by a honey scent (Jeri Jennings) to a scent with a remarkable clean
afterscent. (the author). There are five to seven leaflets of matte medium green foliage.
Bees and hummingbirds take up residence in the large golden stamens. In addition to
vigor and scent the plant can be bullied into nearly any shape or form that seizes the
imagination of the grower or mad pruner. At Descanso Gardens the rose is shorn like a
sheep every winter in order to maintain its H-shaped frame as the entrance to the
‘Child’s Secret Garden’ layout. The rose is available in commerce at three American
nurseries and only recently went abroad.
Of the twelve roses listed above, only nine would currently qualify as “found” roses.
Of these, only four are available in commerce at all. As might be expected, “found”
rose winners are those that excel in the climate where they are grown, so there is a
‘California’ bias to the roses listed.

Prognosis:
There is a temptation to entitle a report like this something along the lines of ‘Is it Time
to Lose the “Found” Rose Class?’ and dismiss the category as unworking and unworkable for a good solid list of reasons, some true and some not. But what appears to be
evident from the examination of the area of “found” roses, the list of winners and the
list of winning roses is that the class never enlisted the support of a group dedicated to
its survival or its expansion. To the extent that the activities of “found’ rose enthusiasts
are directed toward identification, preservation and distribution of what are essentially
endangered plants—especially by the growing loss of the habitat for “found” roses—
their efforts have to be intensified at a time when public and private support for such
undertakings tends to vanish. Identification of “found” roses is least likely to occur at
an ARS rose show and the justification for establishing a “found” rose class recognized
that that possibility was limited. The main benefit of establishing a “found” rose class
does not significantly contribute per se to the preservation or the distribution of “found”
roses either. Even the winning roses have less than a fifty per cent chance of being
located at a mail order nursery, much less a local one. So, from a purely intuitive sense
of the interests of “found” rose enthusiasts, exhibiting would tend to be a non-starter.
Further, at least in some parts of the country, OGR enthusiasts tend not to be devotees
of exhibiting in the first place—for as Bob Martin indicated in his seminal book Showing Good Roses, OGR (subsuming “found” rose enthusiasts among that group) rose
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growers tend to be collectors as opposed to efficient exhibitors. There is also some latent hostility toward the notion of competitive exhibition of roses; the premiere OGR
rose event on the West Coast is the Celebration of Old Roses in El Cerrito, which is not
competitive in the least, but more of a collaborative communal explosion of joy.
Failing widespread support from the “found” rose enthusiasts, support would have had
to come from the exhibiting fraternity in order to sustain the establishment and maintenance of “found” rose classes. This never happened. Unlike the fragrance class, there is
no ARS certificate associated with the “Found” rose class. And the space allotted to the
entries for “found” roses does not have to be very big because the number of entries in
any “Found” class rarely approaches as many as six entries. Another way of evaluating
the support of the exhibitor group is to look at the impetus for establishing a “Found”
rose class in the first place. At Sacramento there is a healthy interaction between the
local City Cemetery group, the local Heritage rose fans and the Sacramento Rose Society; there is none between the local Heritage group in the Southland and the three societies sponsoring “Found” rose classes in their rose shows. The impetus for having a
“Found” rose class at Pacific Rose Society came from a trophy sponsoring donation by a
“found” rose devotee located in Australia. And the “found” rose class would be one of
the first eliminated were there to be a contraction of the classes in the largest rose show
in southern California. The Santa Clarita class is sponsored by a member of that society
who also belongs to the Gold Coast Heritage Rose Group. The Desert Rose Society
became the first local rose society to sponsor such a class in 2006 at the instigation of
Cliff Orent, a name familiar to both OGR enthusiasts and exhibitors as well as readers of
this article.
The limitation of local society rose classes to California does not suggest that there are
no enthusiasts for “found” roses in other parts of the country. Both the Southeast Coast
and the Gulf states as well as Texas are studded with nurseries, large and small, that
carry ‘found’ roses, up to and including the recently discovered “Peggy Martin Rose,” a
remnant of Hurricane Katrina and “Nacogdoches,” a shrub rose of intense and pure yellow. Favorite old nurseries like Antique Rose Emporium and Roses Unlimited have
offered valuable space to roses of uncertain provenance over decades. Nevertheless, the
soil for the “Found” rose class has been hostile outside the Golden State. National conventions in Atlanta, Dallas and St Paul found no takers for the proffered “Found” rose
classes and the only National “Found” rose winner occurred as previously indicated in
Palm Springs. There is a “Found” Rose class in the schedule of the Los Angeles National Convention in October, but that would be a second California winner should there
be one.
Without the support of either “Found” rose enthusiasts or exhibiting enthusiasts the
basic conditions for expansion or even establishment of the class do not exist and its
future prospects would not pass inspection by any reasonable set of standards.
While the number of “found” roses minimally in commerce is not very great, survivors
of neglect, clouds of ‘Round-up,’ and ‘mow, blow and go’ casual hostility in abandoned
farms, deserted cemeteries, and other monuments to progress deserve a place in modern
life as well as in rose shows. Perhaps the answer is in greater cooperation between heritage groups and societies sponsoring rose shows as in Sacramento. Perhaps the answer is
more individual sponsorships of “Found” Rose classes in local rose societies with the
hope that in time they will attract more entries. Or, perhaps in these days of dark clouds
in the rose marketing world, more practice in pass-along plant practices may be a necessary component of local rose society monthly meeting programs. Or, perhaps there is no
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“Bees do have a smell, you know, and if they don’t they should,
For their feet are dusted with spices from a million flowers.”
�

Ray Bradbury

answer that will satisfy the competing claims and interests of “found” rose enthusiasts,
exhibitors and commercial vendors.
I once wrote an article called ‘The Short Unhappy Life of “Found” Roses in Exhibition;’ perhaps this article is a forerunner of a future one to be called: ‘The Short Unhappy Life of the “Found” Rose Class.’ Let us hope not. The answer to the problems of the
“Found” rose class should be better than: Get Lost!
Author’s Note: In the process of writing this article, I consulted (electronically or
otherwise) with a great number of people. The following list is indicative rather than
exhaustive: Phil Schorr, Dr. Malcolm Manners, Jeri Jennings, Marily Williams, Cliff
Orent, Tim Lawlor and Manson Yew, Kathy Strong, Kathryn Mackenzie, Linda Bolin,
Phil Paul, Gregg Lowery, Paul Zimmerman, Bob Martin, Jr., Cass Bernstein, Fred Boutin, Kim Rupert, Ingrid Wapelhorst, Charlotte Owendyk, Baldo Villegas, Jan Parsoneault, Chris Greenwood, and Dick and Sue Streeper. None of the people mentioned
are responsible for any errors of fact or interpretation that appear in this article. I am
indebted as usual to both the Modern Roses XII database and the existence of Helpmefind.com/roses for the impressive array of data and photos. I can only urge support
of both as my token of regard. June 6, 2011..net

Not to be printed or forwarded without the express written consent of the author,
James Delahanty: jjjzdelahanty@earthlink.net

“PULICH CHILDREN”
Found Rose; Prob. Hybrid Perpetual
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Summer Reading
I have not � Yet � read this collection of
essays, just having seen the ad for it. But I immediately bought the Kindle version for $1.99.
How could I go wrong?
Edith Wharton, under the spell of evergreen foliage and stone, celebrates the magic of Italian gardens. Charles Kuralt waits on the bloom of a single daffodil like an expectant father. Gertrude
Jekyll, after a month-long drought, praises the
coming rain. Allen Tracy rails against hydrangeas.

Here is an engaging group of more than 50 gardening writers — and writing gardeners — reveling in their likes and dislikes, confessing their shortcomings, and sharing their successes and failures. The Writer in the Garden presents a colorful bouquet of prose and poetry from both sides of the Atlantic.
With subjects ranging from an old-fashioned rose to ornery weeds, the hazards
of rare plant collecting, and the tribulations of inclement weather, The Writer
in the Garden brings together an entertaining selection of garden writing from
the past 100 years. From Thoreau to Jamaica Kincaid, the writers and gardeners here express the trials and joys of gardening in the country as well as the
challenges and rewards of trying to make things grow in the city. But whether
a garden is large or small, thriving or failing, every gardener has a story.
Buy The Writer in the Garden At
INDIEBOUND, GOOGLE, AMAZON, BARNES & NOBLE, APPLE & KOBO.
(Note: Kindle Version: $1.99)
Jane Garmey is an independent television and audio producer and the author of Great
British Cooking: A Well-Kept Secret and Great New British Cooking. She has published
articles in various publications including The New York Times, Food & Wine,
and Garden Design. Her audio book, also titled The Writer in the Garden, won a 1998
Quill and Trowel Award.

“Never, never be afraid to do what's right, especially if the wellbeing of a person or animal is at stake. Society's punishments are
small compared to the wounds we inflict on our soul when we
look the other way."
�

Martin Luther King, Jr.
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‘Licorice Tea’

“A Celebration of Roses"
Presented by the Ventura Co. Rose Society

Sept. 22, 2012 * 9 a.m.� 2 p.m.
This FREE Event
Happens at The Ventura County Educational Conference Center

5100 Adolfo Road, Camarillo, CA
Come Early! Stay as Long As You Wish!
Enjoy “Hands-On” Rose Arrangement Demonstrations,
Rose Propagation Demo’s, Rose Displays from across Ventura County.
BRING ROSES in cheap, disposable containers, to create
a beautiful display � and receive a free copy of
“Growing Beautiful Roses” by Dr. T. Cairns.)

Free Refreshments

*

A Small Number of Rare Roses For Sale

Also In September! Don’t Miss The Annual

Open Garden At The San Jose Heritage Rose Garden
Saturday, Sept. 29, 2012
Located at Spring & Taylor Streets, San Jose, CA
(South of the San Jose International Airport)
For Complete Information, Keep An Eye On The Website:

http://www.heritageroses.us/index.html
Free Parking & Admission
For Photos Of The 2011 Event, See:
http://www.heritageroses.us/FallEvent.htm
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Great Rosarians News
News today from Clair Martin, former Curator of Roses at the Huntington Botanical Gardens. Clair had news regarding Great Rosarians Of The World, which will take
place in FEBRUARY, 2013 (NOT January this time).
The program coming together will give us TWO featured speakers. One is still
not firm — the other, we’re happy to say — will be Malcolm Manners, Gold Coast and
HRG member, and former President of the Heritage Roses Foundation.
Chair of the Horticultural Science Dept. at Florida Southern College, Professor
Manners has worked with Citrus and Avocados, but we know him best as THE expert
on Rose viruses in all of their forms.
Leave some weekend time open in February. Details are still to be firmed up —
and a second speaker will soon be announced.
This year’s GROW will probably be a one-day event — and distinctly affordable.
(We applaud that!) Clair promises more news as it firms up.

“Jesse Hildreth”
We rather thought it
might be ‘Devoniensis’ (and
others agreed that was probable). It seems, however, that
it does not match known
plants of ‘Devoniensis.’
So — what IS it? We
don’t know, so we’ll use the
study-name “Jesse Hildreth” (for the 1860’s burial
closest to its’ site in the San
Juan Bautista Cemetery). We
do know that it is lovely,
vigorous, blooms generously, and is disease-free in our coastal garden.

Also At The Huntington . . .
Many changes are taking place at the Huntington — not least to the wellknown rose gardens. Noted hybridizer Tom Carruth now serves as Curator of
Roses, and we can expect to see changes to the collection, and the gardens.
It is worth noting that Carruth has consulted with Old Rose folks regarding the Huntington’s collection, and we’re looking forward to seeing what’s
up.

‘Mutabilis

